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Abstract 

 

ABB is moving towards more powerful and compact transformers and an efficient cooling is of 

paramount importance in order to avoid overheating. 

In this master thesis, transformers without guides for the oil flow have been analysed: they allow a 

faster and cheaper manufacturing process, but at the same time the absence of guides makes the cooling 

design more difficult. 

In order to be able to perform several parametric studies, a script with the Pointwise mesher has been 

developed for the automatic generation of the geometry and mesh of transformer windings. This has 

allowed to analyse transformer windings with a different shape, assessing the effect of a certain number 

of geometrical parameters on the cooling efficiency. 

The software ANSYS Fluent was used to perform 2D axisymmetric unsteady simulations on the 

company cluster and the simulation set up was validated thanks to comparison with experimental 

measurements in ABB in Vaasa (Finland), that showed an average relative error below 2%. 

A remarkable result of this study is the identification of a periodic pattern in the temperature of the 

windings from the inlet to the outlet of the transformer, with hot spot locations every 10-20 disc 

windings. This conclusion has also been confirmed by the experimental measurements performed in 

Vaasa on a test transformer. Furthermore, a periodic behaviour of the temperature of the windings and 

of the oil in time has also been identified. 

Finally, transformers with an additional cooling channel in the disc windings have been studied, 

revealing that an accurate design is needed when adding oil channels through the windings in order to 

avoid the formation of unexpected hot spots. 
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1. Introduction 
 

To hold its quota in the market, ABB needs to face new challenges in the production of power 

transformers. In order to be able to produce competitive transformers, it is important to keep under 

control both the production and operation and maintenance costs. As far as oil immersed transformers 

are concerned, non guided ONAN (Oil Natural Air Natural) transformers represent a good option of 

investment for the future, as the absence of guides determines a faster and cheaper manufacturing 

process while the absence of oil pumps and air fans cuts the O&M costs. 

 However, all these advantages from an economical point of view lead to a more complex thermal 

design, as ONAN transformers are characterized by a relatively low mass flow rate of the cooling oil 

and the absence of guides determines a very indefinite path of the oil through the windings. All these 

factors lead to the formation of hot spot regions, where the temperature could raise over a certain 

threshold and damage the paper insulation material, affecting the expected lifetime of the transformer. 

 The current approach for the design of transformers is the use of guidelines from National and 

International Thermal Standards such as IEEE [1] and IEC [2], which assume that the hot spot location 

is on the top region of the transformer, where the oil leaves the transformer and consequently has 

reached a high temperature. 

However, if this approximation is already rough for transformers with guides for the oil flow, it is 

completely unreliable for transformers without guides, as in this case stagnation regions may appear in 

different regions of the transformer. 

 Aware of these limitations, ABB has built a test transformer at ABB Oy in Vaasa (Finland) with 

windings with different geometries and heat losses, equipped with more than 500 fiber optic sensors 

and has run it in ONAN mode, in order to gather experimental data for a better understanding of this 

type of cooling. In this master thesis a CFD model for the study ONAN transformers is developed and 

the results are compared with the experimental measurements. 

Furthermore, in order to better understand the physical phenomenon, several parametric studies have 

been performed, testing different sizes and shapes of the windings. In order to speed up the geometry 

and mesh generation, a script to automatize the mesh generation has been developed with the software 

Pointwise. 
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2. Power transformers 
 

2.1 Description of the structure and of the operating principle 

 

Transformers are key components of electrical power transmission grids and are used to step up and 

step down the voltage levels, with the objective of minimizing the current-induced losses in the 

electrical networks. 

In fact, there are preferable values of voltage both from an economical and technical perspective for 

different applications, for example the usual voltage for electrical generators is around 10 kV, while the 

best value of voltage for the transportation of the current is 230-400 kV and the electrical user devices 

are usually at 230-400 V.  

The working principle of the transformer is based on the electromagnetic induction, in particular 

on the Lenz law and as a time-varying magnetic field is needed, it works just in alternating current 

grids. 

Even if it is an essential component in electrical networks, it wasn’t until the mid-1880s, that the 

first commercially-used transformer was built. The property of inductance was known since the 1830s, 

when Joseph Henry and Michael Faraday discovered it autonomously and in different ways. Shortly 

after this discovery, Reverend Nicholas Calland of Ireland invented the inductor coil, and soon realized 

that when two inductors were placed one next to the other, the magnetic field from the first coil 

affected the secondary one. This discovery led to the design of the first rudimental transformers with 

experiments all over Europe and finally, in 1885, the first commercially-used transformer was built by 

William Stanley, working under George Westinghouse.  

The transformer is basically made of two parts: the magnetic core and the windings. Supplying the 

primary windings with an alternating voltage, an alternating magnetic flux is induced in the core, the 

amplitude of which depends on the supply voltage, the frequency and the number of turns of the 

windings. Thanks to the core, the flux is concatenated with the secondary circuit, inducing an 

electromagnetic force (emf), with an amplitude that is function of the number of turns of the secondary 

windings and of the frequency. Choosing suitably the number of turns of primary and secondary 

windings, it is possible to vary the ratio between the supplied voltage and the induced one. 

The structure of the transformer is made of limbs and yokes, the limbs are the vertical elements 

with the windings wound around them, while the yokes are the horizontal components and allow the 

closure of the magnetic circuit between the limbs.  

In low power machines, the section of the limbs and of the yokes is squared, while in higher power 

machines it is cylindrical, mainly for problems in the bending of the conductors around limbs of 

significant size.  

The transformer core is made of silicon electrical steel in form of laminations with a thickness 

between 0.28 and 0.5 mm, in order to minimize the eddy currents.  

The high and low voltage coils are built as two concentric cylindrical layers, separated by an insulation 

layer and by the cooling channels. 
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Figure 2.1 Transformers geometry [3]. 

 

 

2.2 Types of energy losses 

 

Although power transformers are very efficient devices (η>99%), a fraction of the electrical energy 

carried through the system is lost in the form of heat. Transformer losses are divided into two major 

groups, no load and load loss. 

                                

Load loss includes copper loss - DC - Ohmic loss, eddy loss in windings and other excess losses, which 

are losses in the structural parts of the transformer. The total amount of load losses can be obtained 

from the short circuit test: 

                        

 

Where     stands for copper loss - DC - Ohmic loss,      stands for losses due to eddy currents in the 

windings and     stands for excess losses. 

The copper loss is the     loss, where I is the current flowing in the conductor and R the resistance of 

the conductor. As both the primary and secondary currents depend upon the load of the transformer, 

copper loss varies with load. 

Also the eddy currents loss in windings depend on the load, this loss is in fact caused by the time 

variable electromagnetic flux in the windings, in particular skin effects and proximity effects are the 

most important phenomena for these losses. 

No load loss comprises hysteresis loss and eddy current loss in the core, which in fact depend on 

the design and the magnetic properties of the materials used to construct the core of the transformer and 

consequently are fixed and do not depend on the load current. Since both losses occur within the metal 

of the core, they are usually combined and called also core losses. 

                      

Where    stands for hysteresis loss,      stands for eddy current loss in the core. 

Eddy currents in the core generate from the fact that the ferromagnetic material of the core is also a 

good conductor, currents therefore circulate within the core in a plane normal to the flux, and are 
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responsible for resistive heating. In order to prevent this effect, the core is laminated, as the laminations 

provide small gaps between the plates. 

The magnetic core of the transformer is also the place where the hysteresis loss occurs: the magneto 

motive force applied in the transformer core is alternating and every cycle the domains of the core 

material are arranged in order to follow it; when the field is reversed, part of the alignment is retained, 

because the material has been magnetized and to demagnetize it, a magnetic heat in the opposite 

direction is needed. 

The main source of heat generation in transformers is the copper loss, although hysteresis and eddy 

currents make their contribution, too. The thermal design of a transformer has as main objective to 

maintain the temperatures in the windings below a certain threshold in order to avoid the thermal 

degradation of the paper insulation and of the transformer oil.  

 

All these losses can be visualized in the equivalent circuit of a transformer (Figure 2.2): 

 

 
Figure 2.2 Equivalent circuit of a transformer. 

 

 

Windings joule losses are represented on the primary side by     
  and on the secondary side by     

 . 

The core losses, caused by hysteresis and eddy currents in the core, are represented by the term 

    
  

  
 

  
.  

XM represents the magnetizing reactance (to keep into account the effect of a non-zero reluctant core), 

while the terms Xp and Xs represent the leakage reactances in the primary and in the secondary 

windings. 

The ageing process of a transformer is essentially related to the decomposition of the cellulose of 

the insulation layer under thermal stress. At high temperatures, the polymerized glucose molecules of 

cellulose tend to break up into smaller chains and as a consequence the mechanical properties of paper 

such as tensile strength and elasticity degrade. Modern transformers make use of thermally upgraded 

paper, which has been chemically treated to improve the stability of the cellulose structure. 

Another delicate problem is the oxidation phenomenon of the cooling oil at high temperatures and 

the formation of oil bubbles in extremely high flux regions. Another risk is the formation of vapour 

bubbles from the moisture of the insulation, which can reduce the dielectric strength. 
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Furthermore, at high operating temperatures, the leakage flux density outside the core increases, 

causing additional eddy-currents and a consequent additional heating in metallic parts.  

Consequently, international standards impose limits on the operating temperatures of transformers, 

according to IEEE 2011 [1], the maximum hot spot temperature that should never be overcome is 120 

°C in normal cycling loading and 140 °C in long time emergency loading. 

 

2.3 Types of cooling 

 

There are three main cooling modes inside the oil tank: ON (Oil Natural), OF (Oil Forced) and OD (Oil 

Directed) as well as three main cooling modes for the outside radiator: AN (Air Natural), AF (Air 

Forced) and WF (Water Forced).  

This leads to 5 main types of transformer cooling technology: ONAN, ONAF, OFAF, ODAF and 

OFWF. 

ONAN are Oil Natural Air Natural transformers and as the name implies, they exploit the natural 

buoyancy of the oil and the natural convection of the air. The oil flow is induced by the action of the 

gravitational force on a fluid of variable density, in fact, colder oil (with higher density) is present 

inside the radiator, while warmer oil (with lower density) is present in the cooling channels of the 

windings. They are often preferred to the forced options for their higher reliability, as they don’t make 

use of pumps or fans that could break down during operation. 

In the ONAF type (Oil Natural Air Forced), high speed fans are employed to decrease the 

temperature of the cooling oil outside of the tank. This method provides better performance than 

natural oil and air cooling, but there is an additional cost due to the fans. 

Very large oil immersed transformers make use of the third technology: OFAF Oil Forced Air 

Forced cooling method. In this case, both oil and air are circulated at higher speed using pumps and 

fans. 

Also the ODAF Oil Directed Air Forced Cooling method sees both the oil and the air applied 

forcefully, but it achieves a higher cooling thanks to ad hoc designed channels for the oil. 

In the OFWF Oil Forced Water Forced configuration, water is used in place of air for its better cooling 

properties. 

Furthermore, the transformers can be both oil guided or non-oil guided, depending on whether 

the fluid is forced or not to flow through the windings. The latter is preferred for the faster and cheaper 

manufacturing process, since fluid guides do not need to be placed. 

The transformers studied in this master thesis are ONAN transformers without guides for the oil flow. 
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2.4 Determination of the hot spot: International Thermal Standards, measurements, thermal 

network models, Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 

In the thermal design of transformers, engineers can make use of three different approaches: 

recommendations from loading guides, e.g. IEEE (2011) [1] and IEC (2011) [2], THNM (Thermal 

Hydraulic Network Modelling) and CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics).  

National and International Thermal Standards such as IEEE (2011) [1] and IEC(2011) [2] give 

methods to calculate the hot spot temperature, but the hot spot point is arbitrarily assumed to be in the 

top disc, while in real applications this is not always the case. 

To determine the hot spot temperature in transformers, the following IEC model is often applied:  

 

 ℎ      =    + ∙  

 

This method uses a measured quantity g, the hot spot factor H and the temperature of the oil at the top 

of the transformer. The quantity g represents the difference in average winding temperature rise and 

average temperature oil rise from bottom to top of the transformer with respect to ambient temperature 

[K] and can be found through temperature measurements. The hot-spot factor H is a dimensionless 

number for predicting the maximum winding temperature rise over the fluid temperature due to the 

increased eddy losses and other factors at the winding hottest-spot location, which is assumed to be the 

top disc. According to technical standards, H should be obtained through detailed information provided 

by the transformer manufacturer, but there is no precise indication on how to calculate it, unless an 

accurate thermal model (THNM or CFD) has been applied on the final winding design. 

Studies show that the factor H varies within the ranges 1,0 to 2,1 depending on the transformer size, its 

short-circuit impedance and winding design [4]. 

IEC (2011) [2] provides a formula for the calculation of H: 

 

 = ∙  

 

where Q is the heat losses contribution and S is a design factor representing the effect of cooling in the 

hot spot area. This method underlines the fact that the hot spot point is not necessarily going to be in 

the region where the losses are the highest, as also the cooling performance plays its role. However, the 

determination of the S-factor can be problematic and consequently in a daily design, default values for 

H are often used.  
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Figure 2.3 IEC model for the determination of the hot-spot temperature (from IEEE 

Standards meeting Minneapolis MN 10 07) 

 

Therefore, a preliminary study to characterize the thermal performance of transformers can be based on 

the experimental heating tests and on the simplified calculation methods specified by International 

Standards. However, such simplified models are acceptable just for certain purposes like the estimation 

of ageing, but happen to be too rough for some others like the determination of the hot-spot value and 

its location, as the hot spot location is arbitrarily assumed to be on the top disc.  

In order to get better results THNM Thermal Hydraulic Network Models can be implemented. 

THNM are widely used in the daily design work, these are one-dimensional models, which describe the 

average oil velocity as well as oil and disc temperatures. They are based on conservation laws 

complemented with correlations for pressure drop and heat transfer and are used to calculate the 

expected hotspot temperatures in the windings, as well as the average winding temperatures, and the 

average oil temperatures. 

These models serve already for decades to design oil-cooled power transformer windings: Allen and 

Allan (1963) [5] and Allen and Finn (1969) [6] addressed the problem already 50 years ago. 

More detailed studies can be performed with CFD, but of course this approach is much more time 

consuming, especially in the case of non-guided transformers, considering that the flow in the tank is 

unsteady. Complementary to simulation methods, accurate measurements are needed for validation. 

There is a limited number of studies published on CDF analysis of transformer windings, and they 

mainly focus on windings with guides. Some studies make use of a 3D geometry, while others reduce 

the problem to a 2D axisymmetric simulation, such as in the case of El Waiki et al. [7], Kranenborg et 

al. [8], Mufuta and van der Bulk [9] and Lee et al.[10] 
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In this regard Torriano et al. [11] performed a study in which the CFD solutions obtained with a 

complete 3D model and a 2D axisymmetric model are compared, highlighting the limitations of a 2D 

model and giving also an improvement strategy with corrective factors to improve the reliability of the 

2D solution. Due to the high computational cost of the 3D model, in this master thesis the 2D approach 

is used. 

From the past publications one can also gather some advice on the refinement needed for the mesh, 

for example from the experience of Kranenborg et al. [12] and Skillen et al. [13] who analysed the 

formation of hot streaks in the cooling oil, one can realize the need of using a very refined mesh at the 

exit of each oil duct. In fact, high Prandtl cooling oil tends to not have a uniform temperature 

distribution and to create hot streaks that propagate one pipe after the other, influencing the hot spot 

position and the hot spot value. Furthermore, the results of Weinläder et al. [14] reveal the possible 

presence of separation eddies that block a portion of the entrance of the horizontal cooling channels, 

once again this leads to the need of a very refined mesh in order to solve the recirculation regions. 

A lot of information can also be gathered from a study by Jiao [15] who focused specifically on 

non-guided windings and its thermal performance as a function of design parameters, such as the 

strands width, the horizontal spacers height and the vertical duct widths. This work became the starting 

point for many other publications in the field by ABB Power Transformers in Ludvika and ABB 

Corporate Research in Västerås. In [16] the cooling performance of guided versus non guided 

transformers was analyzed, showing that non guided windings were less efficiently cooled and the 

temperature distribution was more difficult to predict due to the absence of an imposed flow pattern. 

Furthermore, non-guided transformers showed a larger number of flow types if compared to their 

guided counterparts, and presented an unsteady behaviour, with great oscillations in mass flow rate in 

the ON case. This study reveals that it is necessary to define the boundary condition at inlet as 

pressure-inlet, in order to allow the detection of variations in time of the inlet mass flow rate. Also 

Salari et al. [17] reached the same conclusion after performing a study on ONAN types of transformers. 

An important aspect shown both by experimental measurements and CFD analysis performed by 

ABB is that the hot spot point doesn't necessarily appear on the top disc as assumed by international 

standards, but, depending on the oil flow rate and local winding design details, may be in different 

positions in the top region of the transformer. Furthermore, [18] shows that the position of the hot spot 

does not always coincide with the position of the maximum heat losses in the windings. 
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2.5 Power transformers analysed in this Master Thesis: 

 

2.5.1 Geometry description 

 

In this master thesis, a three-phase ONAN transformer with three different geometries in each phase is 

studied. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Oil immersed transformer (from ABB brochure). 

 

As explained before, each phase has the HV and the LV windings, thus in this master thesis 6 

geometries (2 for each phase) have been analysed. 

The geometry is assumed to be axisymmetric, so just a cross sectional area of the cylindrical shape has 

been considered, the x-axis was used as axis of symmetry, due to the requirements of the CFD solver 

Fluent for axisymmetric problems. 
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Figure 2.5 Geometry of ph A-LV and ph A-HV. 

 

Figure 2.5 represents one portion of the cross sectional area of phase A, composed by the LV and the 

HV windings. The rectangular elements represent the slice of the cylindrical discs and between 

different discs there is the flow of the cooling oil. The inlet and outlet regions of the cross sectional 

area present a reduced section due to the presence of a shield structure for an electric insulation 

purpose. In that region, for all the phases both in the HV and LV, the duct width is reduced by around 2 

mm. The first and the last rectangular elements do not contain stranded conductors and are instead 

filled with an insulating material to avoid electric discharges between the windings and the iron 

material of the yokes, so they are represented as rectangular elements that will not have heat generation 

in the simulation set up. 

According to the geometrical data inlet and outlet regions are symmetric, as shown in Figure 2.6, which 

describes a transformer winding with just 10 discs. 
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Figure 2.6 Transformer winding with 10 discs 

 

 

Being x the axis of symmetry for an axisymmetric simulation, the geometry has been built as shown in 

Figure 2.6, consequently often the results in this study will be shown using a geometry rotated by 90 °. 

For the description of the geometry, the parameters used in Figure 2.7 can be used. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.7 Geometry of ph A and B 

Table 1. Geometrical parameters for ph A HV and LV. 

 Ph A HV  

[mm] 

Ph A LV 

[mm] 

Distance from the core  x x 

Number of discs  66 86 

a  x x 

b  x x 

c  x x 

d  x x 

e  x x 
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The geometry of phase B is similar to the one of phase A, with just different sizes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase C has instead a quite different geometry, with an additional cooling pipe in the middle of each 

disc, in order to increase the cooling efficiency, as shown in Figure 2.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 2. Geometrical parameters for ph B HV and LV. 

 Ph B HV  

[mm] 

Ph B LV 

[mm] 

Distance from the core  x x 

Number of discs  80 110 

a  x x 

b  x x 

c  x x 

d  x x 

e  x x 

 
Figure 2.8  Geometry of ph C-LV and ph C-HV. 
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Consequently, for the geometry of phase C, a new geometrical parameter is needed, the width of the 

middle channel, which is around 4 mm for both HV and LV.  

 

 

2.5.2 Experimental data available for comparison with the results from the simulation 

 

1. Heat losses in each disc 

 

The heat generation in each disc is available for the six considered geometries and has been calculated 

through the software PKCALC. 

The heat losses of all the phases appear to be approximately the same, the trend can be explained very 

easily considering that the total losses are the sum of the DC losses, which are approximately constant 

in all the discs and the eddy losses in the windings, that are higher at the top and bottom of the 

transformer, mainly for the higher magnetic flux in those positions. 

The following plots represent the heat losses in each disc for all the phases for a current of 500 A, 

which is the working condition of the transformer in the measurements of OFAF and ONAF, while the 

ONAN measurements were performed with a current of 421.4 A. 

 
Figure 2.9 Geometrical parameters for ph C 

Table 3. Geometrical parameters for ph C HV and LV. 

 Ph C HV  

[mm] 

Ph C LV 

[mm] 

Distance from the core  x x 

Number of discs  66 86 

a  x x 

b  x x 

c  x x 

d  x x 

e  x x 

f x x 
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The losses for the ONAN conditions can be calculated considering the effect of the load current on the 

load losses: 
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Figure 2.10 Heat losses in each disc.  
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2. Temperature measurement in almost each disc 

 

In phase A and B optical fiber measurements were performed in each disc. In phase C, instead, the 

optical fiber measurements were performed on one half disc, as each disc is divided by the additional 

cooling duct. 

 

3. Temperature measurements in almost all oil pipes between two subsequent discs 

 

Optical fiber temperature measurements were performed in the same position as the disc temperature 

measurements, but on the oil duct. This means that the oil temperature measurements are relative to the 

middle of the duct for phase A and B, and relative to the middle of one half pipe for phase C (see 

Figure 2.11).  

In Figure 2.12 one can see the experimental measurements of the temperature of the oil in the 

horizontal ducts and in the strands. In the last disc and in the last horizontal oil pipe, the measurements 

were performed in 9 different positions in the 3D geometry, in order to evaluate the error of the 2D 

approximation. The maximum recorded value in the measurements is represented with a * and as one 

can see, the difference between the maximum value and the average one is not negligible. 

For phase A, also measurements concerning ONAF and OFAF conditions were performed. 

 

 
Figure 2.11 Location of the optical fiber temperature measurements. 
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Figure 2.12 Experimental data for ONAN operating condition. 
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Figure 2.13 Experimental data for ONAF and OFAF operating conditions. 
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4. Inlet and outlet temperatures of the oil 

 

Inlet and outlet temperatures of the oil were recorded, the inlet temperature is used as a boundary 

condition in the simulation. 

The transformer was equipped with 501 working thermocouples but the available data logger had only 

200 channels, consequently, the thermocouples were divided into 3 groups and the tests were run three 

times. As a result, there are three different inlet and outlet conditions for each phase, but the difference 

between those values is marginal (few degrees). An average value between these three values has been 

used as the input condition in the simulation. 
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3. Numerical model 
 

The incompressible Navier-Stokes system of equations with the Boussinesq formulation of buoyancy is 

used to obtain temperature and flow field for typical design parameters and operating conditions. 

The Boussinesq model has been used as it allows a faster convergence than one can get by setting up 

the problem with the fluid density as a function of temperature. The model treats density as a constant 

value in all solved equations, except for the buoyancy term in the momentum of the portion of fluid 

displaced by the density variation: 

                           (1) 

Where      is the constant density of the fluid and      is the operating temperature and   the thermal 

expansion coefficient. Eq 1 is obtained using the Boussinesq approximation: 

                      

This approximation is accurate as long as            , which implies that the changes in density 

must be small. 

 

1. Governing equations 

Continuity 

   

  
 

      

   
   

(2) 

 

Introducing the substantial derivative:  
  

  
 

  

  
   

   

   
  the continuity equation can be rewritten as: 

  

  
  

   

   
   

 

Momentum 

Cauchy momentum equation: 

 
 
   

  
  

  

   
 

    

   
              

(3) 

 

The buoyancy term is included in the right side of the Eq 3 to consider the mass displacement caused 

by density variation of the transformer oil.           is the temperature difference between the 

temperature in the point and the reference state at which the density is given, as for T=Tref the 

buoyancy term in the momentum equation goes to zero.   is the thermal expansion coefficient with 

dimension [1/K]: 

   
 

 
 
  

  
 
 
 

For Newtonian fluids, viscous stresses are linear functions of the deformation rate: 
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Where    is the second coefficient of viscosity,   the dynamic viscosity and    
 

 
    is the bulk 

viscosity. If then turbulence is modelled in the simulation,   becomes the sum of the laminar viscosity 

and the turbulent one. 

The Navier-Stokes equations for Newtonian fluids is: 

 
   

  
  

  

   
 

 

   
   

   

  
      

   

   
 

   

   
                

 

Energy 

 
 
   

  
  

  

   
 

    

   
              

(4) 

 

Since the flow velocities in the cooling channels are quite low and the oil viscosity is high, the flow is 

laminar and no turbulence model is required. 

The above equations are discretized using the commercial software ANSYS Fluent via the finite 

volume method on an unstructured grid and solved iteratively at discrete grid locations. Pressure and 

velocity are solved via the PISO algorithm, as it is recommended by the Fluent guide in case of 

transient pressure based simulations. The pressure-based solver was used and the PRESTO! 

discretization method for pressure was used, as recommended by the Fluent guide in case of buoyancy-

driven flows. 

The previous equations can be written in adimensional form and four dimensionless parameters are 

obtained to characterize the flow: 

 

Reynolds number:    
   
  
 

 

Grashof number:    
      

   
  

Prandtl number:    
 

   
 

Rayleigh number:    
       

  
 

 

Where   is the thermal diffusivity   
 

    
 

 

The Reynolds number represents the ratio between the inertia and viscous forces acting on a fluid body 

and is used to determine whether the flow in the cooling channels of the windings is laminar (Red 

<2100) or turbulent (Red >4000). The Grashof number is the ratio between the buoyancy and viscous 

forces, the ratio between the Gr and Re
2
 numbers gives the importance of buoyancy forces in a mixed 

convection flow: 
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When this number approaches or exceeds unity, one should expect strong buoyancy contributions to 

the flow. Conversely, if it is very small, buoyancy forces may be ignored in the simulation.  

The Prandtl number expresses the ratio between the momentum diffusivity (viscosity) and the 

thermal diffusivity. This parameter estimates the ratio between the momentum boundary layer 

thickness and the thermal boundary layer thickness in a flow. For mineral oils, the Prandtl number is 

usually greater than 100 and the thermal boundary layer is therefore much thinner than the momentum 

boundary layer. Clearly this does not imply that the mesh has to be capable of solving the thermal 

boundary layer, as the influence of the temperature is limited to the buoyancy term and to the variation 

of viscosity with temperature. 

In pure natural convection, the strength of the buoyancy-induced flow is measured by the Rayleigh 

number, Rayleigh numbers less than 10
8
 indicate a buoyancy-induced laminar flow, with transition to 

turbulence occurring over the range of 10
8 

 < Ra <10
10

. 
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4. Implementation of the CFD simulation 
 

4.1 Mesh 

 

The mesh has been realized with the meshing software Pointwise through scripting, with the Tcl-based 

scripting language Glyph. The scripting method has been used in order to be able to generate and mesh 

the geometry of different transformer windings in a very fast way and also to run Pointwise in batch 

mode. In the 17.3 R3 Pointwise version that was used in this master thesis, the scripting language is 

Glyph 2, it is a Tcl (Tool Command Language) based language, with Pointwise-specific commands 

added to it. 

For the geometries considered, two codes were implemented, one for phase A and B and one for phase 

C. 

 

4.1.1 Scripting for the geometry and mesh generation 

 

4.1.1.1 Phase A and B 

 

The geometry of phase A and B is the most common geometry for ABB transformer windings, a part 

from the absence of the guides of the oil flow. The characterizing parameters are the ones outlined in 

the chapter related to the geometry description and in the developed script can be specified by the user 

through a GUI: 

 
Figure 4.1 GUI for the geometry of ph A and ph B (The values in the GUI do NOT represent the geometry of 

ABB transformer windings or the geometry of the transformer windings studied in this master thesis). 
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Figure 4.2 Automatically generated mesh (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the thesis 

for the study of ABB transformer windings). 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Oil region in orange and solid discs in dark green (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement 

used in the thesis for the study of ABB transformer windings). 
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Figure 4.4 Transformer winding with 15 discs (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the 

thesis for the study of ABB transformer windings). 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the automatically generated mesh. It has been decided to mesh both the region where 

the oil flows and the solid region of the discs, in order to be able to solve also the conduction equation 

in the discs. The presence of many interfaces between solid and fluid determines a much more 

computationally expensive simulation than in the case of imposing a uniform heat flux at the interface. 

However, the obtained solution is much more accurate and furthermore also the temperature 

distribution in the discs is obtained and can be compared with the experimental data. The first and the 

last rectangular regions have not been meshed as they are filled with an insulation material in order to 

avoid electric discharges from the phases to the yokes. The inlet and outlet regions present a restricted 

flow cross section for the oil due to the presence of an insulating structure. 

An orthogonal mesh was used, as it is the most accurate option for the studied geometry. 

In the scripting process, first of all, the red region in Figure 4.5 is created, defining the coordinate of 

each point, the connectors between each point and the domains inside each region. After that, a 

procedure for the mirroring of the inlet region has been developed, in order to obtain the outlet 

geometry. 

According to the number of discs decided by the user, three copy procedures copy the black, the blue 

and the yellow regions in order to build the entire geometry. 
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Figure 4.5 Description of the copying procedures in the script (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the 

refinement used in the thesis for the study of ABB transformer windings). 

 

The number of points on each connector, which in the Glyph language is called dimension of the 

connector and that defines how a mesh is refined, has been decided after a mesh sensitivity analysis, 

that will be described in the paragraph 4.4. The software Pointwise gives also the opportunity to decide 

the distribution of the points in each connector, this tool has been used in order to be able to refine high 

gradient areas such as the mesh near the walls, where the boundary layer develops and at the outlet of 

the channels between the discs, where there is the formation of hot streaks. 

The decided distribution is Tanh (hyperbolic tangent) for all the directions perpendicular to the flow, 

this is a distribution of points following the hyperbolic function and is very suitable for the refinement 

of the mesh in the wall regions. For the edges parallel to the flow, more gradual distributions (Growth 

and MRQS) have been used, in order to avoid anisotropic cells. 

Through the GUI, the user can define different sizes of the geometrical parameters and the mesh 

automatically generated remains proportioned, thanks to the fact that the dimension of the connectors is 

defined as a function of the size of the connector itself. Moreover, in order to avoid a too coarse or fine 

mesh, the number of nodes on a connector has been limited in the script in a certain range of proper 

values. 
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Figure 4.6 Example of a different winding geometry to outline the fact that the mesh always remains 

proportioned, case of thicker discs (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the thesis for the 

study of ABB transformer windings). 
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Figure 4.7 Example of a different winding geometry to outline the fact that the mesh always remains proportioned, 

case of wider discs (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the thesis for the study of ABB 

transformer windings). 
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4.1.1.2 Phase C 

 

As explained before, the geometry C presents an additional oil gap in the middle of each disc, 

consequently, for this geometry, the additional parameter f is needed. 

 

 
Figure 4.8 GUI for the geometry of ph C (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the thesis 

for the study of ABB transformer windings and the geometrical values in the GUI do NOT represent neither the 

geometrical values of ABB transformer windings or the transformer windings analysed in this master thesis). 
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Also in this case, in the script, four procedures have been developed to mirror the inlet and copy the 

repeated pattern.  

In the Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 one can see that different geometrical parameters can be defined 

through the GUI, still obtaining a high quality mesh. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Example of a different winding geometry to outline the fact that the mesh always remains proportioned, case of 

wider discs (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the thesis for the study of ABB transformer windings). 
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Figure 4.10 Example of a different winding geometry to outline the fact that the mesh always remains proportioned, 

case of a larger inner oil gap (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the thesis for the study of 

ABB transformer windings). 
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Figure 4.11 Example of a different winding geometry to outline the fact that the mesh always remains 

proportioned, case of thicker discs (the refinement of this mesh is NOT the refinement used in the thesis for 

the study of ABB transformer windings). 
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4.1.2 Boundary conditions and volume conditions 

 

The names of the boundary conditions are automatically set by the Pointwise script and are pressure 

inlet, pressure outlet and wall. 

The inlet is defined as pressure inlet in the Pointwise mesh and then through a Fluent Input journal the 

inlet oil temperature is defined as the value in the experimental measurements. The outlet is defined as 

pressure outlet and the backflow total temperature is specified to 400K, as the value from the 

experimental measurements appears to be too low and to generate a backflow that cools down the 

outgoing oil, as explained in Figure 4.12. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Figure on top: backflow on the outlet region in case of a too low 

backflow total temperature; figure on bottom: absence of a recirculation bubble 

with a backflow total temperature of 400 K. 

 

 

All external walls are considered adiabatic with the no-slip boundary condition for the fluid flow. 

Also the boundaries of the windings are set to wall, but considering each disc as a separate entity, as 

explained in Figure 4.13. The presence of the insulation layer is accounted by the definition of a non-

zero wall thickness in Fluent. 
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To model the heat transfer in walls in Fluent, there are two different ways: one can mesh the walls and 

the fluid and assign the walls as a solid cell zone and the fluid to a fluid cell zone, or mesh just the fluid 

and specify a heat transfer through the walls to the fluid. In the second case, however, the conduction 

heat transfer equation is not solved in the solid zone (in this case the discs). Consequently, in order to 

visualize the heat distribution in the strands, the solid zone was also meshed and in the region between 

the solid and the fluid a coupled boundary condition was set, to balance the energy transfer through the 

two sides of the wall. To account also for the effect of the insulation layer, the shell conduction option 

was enabled, setting a non zero wall thickness of 0.05 mm, which is the thickness of the paper 

insulation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Wall boundary conditions for the 4
th
, 6

th
 

and 8
th
 discs. 

 Figure 4.14 Edges for the mass flow rate 

monitors. 

 

 

Every disc has been defined as a separate solid entity, with a name DiscN, where N represents the 

number of the disc from inlet to outlet. This allows the definition of a specific heat generation value in 

each disc and the possibility to create a monitor in Fluent for the temperature evaluation in each disc.  

Furthermore, for the mass flow rate monitoring, a name has been given to each segment at the inlet of 

each pipe and the segments have been set to interior in Fluent through a Fluent input journal, as shown 

in Figure 4.14 and 4.16. 

Figure 4.17 shows a screenshot of the automatically set boundary conditions, highlighting in the figure 

on top the definition of a name for the edges at the inlet of the first 3 oil pipes: Edge1 and 

EdgeShadow1, Edge2 and EdgeShadow2, Edge3 and Edge Shadow3 and so on. 

These connectors are later on fused with a Fluent input journal and a specific name (pipe1, pipe2, 

pipe3…) is given to them, in order to be able to recall all these edges in the monitors set up process. 

The same applies to the script for the geometry of transformers with the additional cooling channel in 

the middle of the discs. In this case, two monitors are set in each oil pipe, as there is a certain portion of 
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mass flow rate that goes through the additional cooling channel. The position of these monitors is 

outlined in Figure 4.16 and 4.18. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Wall boundary conditions for the 13
th
, 

15
th
 and 17

th
 discs. 

 Figure 4.16 Edges for the mass flow rate monitors. 
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Figure 4.17. Boundary conditions (automatically set by the script). The refinement of this mesh is NOT the 

refinement used in the thesis for the study of ABB transformer windings). 
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Figure 4.18. Boundary conditions automatically set by the script. The refinement of this mesh is NOT the 

refinement used in the thesis for the study of ABB transformer windings). 
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Figure 4.19 Volume conditions (automatically set by the script). The refinement of this mesh is NOT the 

refinement used in the thesis for the study of ABB transformer windings). 

 

 
Figure 4.20 Cell zone conditions in Fluent. 
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Figure 4.21 Boundary conditions in Fluent for the winding geometry of 

phase A and B: inlet, outlet, wall, interior-discN, interior-oil, pipeN. 

 

 

Figure 4.22. Zones used for the mass flow 

rate monitoring for phase C. 

 

Figure 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 show the resulting cell zone conditions and boundary conditions in Fluent. In 

particular, as outlined in figure 4.19 and 4.20, all the discs are defined as autonomous solid entities. Figures 4.21 

and 4.22 show a screenshot of the boundary conditions: inlet, outlet, wall, interior –oil, interior-discN and pipeN, 

where pipeN represents the edges (bc interior) for the probing of the mass flow rate. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show 

the resulting monitors for the mass flow rate probing in Fluent. 
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Figure 4.23 Mass flow rate monitors in Fluent for the 

geometry of phase A and B. 

 Figure 4.24 Mass flow rate monitors for the 

geometry of phase C. 
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4.2 Materials 

 

The cooling fluid is a mineral oil. Its properties such as density, specific heat, heat conductivity, 

kinematic viscosity, volumetric expansion coefficient are listed in table 4.  

Table 4. Transformer oil properties. 

Transformer oil properties 

cp a+bT [J/kg/K] 

k c-dT [W/m/K] 

μ e-fT+gT
2
-hT

3
 [kg/m/s] 

β i [K
-1

] 
 

 

Being the density of the transformer oil the one in Figure 4.25, the reference temperature has been 

chosen to be 350 K, with a reference density of x kg/m
3
. 

 
Figure 4.25 Density of the transformer oil. 

 

 

The density of the oil changes from x kg/m
3 

at the inlet to x kg/m
3 

at the outlet, with a change of x %. 

This small change in density demonstrates that the Boussinesq approximation is valid and that the 

temperature is nearly a passive scalar. The Boussinesq approximation is accurate as long as     

       and in this case              = 380 350=~0,025 

As far as the viscosity of the oil is concerned, a polynomial function has been used. The validity of this 

polynomial approximation has been checked comparing the obtained values of viscosity with the ones 

from the product data sheet of the transformer oil x, that is often used in these types of transformers. 
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Figure 4.26 Viscosity and specific heat of the transformer oil. 

 

 

Figure 4.27 Thermal conductivity of the transformer oil. 

 

The properties used for the strands are listed in table 5. To better simulate the thermal behaviour of the 

windings, an orthotropic thermal conductivity is used, in fact, the discs are made of different 

conductors that are wrapped in insulation paper and placed one next to the other, consequently, the 

conductivity along the width of the discs is very low.  
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Figure 4.28 Transformer winding (case with guides for the oil flow). [19] 

 

Table 5. Strands properties. 

Strands properties 

ρ x [kg/m
3
] 

cp x [J/kg/K] 

kx x [W/m/K] 

ky x [W/m/K] 

 

 

Table 6. Paper based insulation properties. 

Paper based insulation properties 

ρ x [kg/m
3
] 

cp x [J/kg/K] 

k x [W/m/K] 

 

 

The conductivity of x W/m/K for the insulation paper was adopted after an analysis of the change of the 

thermal conductivity of the paper depending on the humidity of the paper itself and on the operating 

temperature, taking an average water content of 1.7 % and an operating temperature of around 70°C. 
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4.3 Simulation set up 

 

First of all, the 2D axisymmetric approximation is used, being the geometry of the transformer 

windings clearly axisymmetric. The direction of the flow from inlet to outlet was aligned to the x-

direction, as required by the axisymmetric simulations in Fluent. 

For each simulation, a steady simulation was performed and then the solution was used as the starting 

condition for the unsteady simulation. 

 

4.3.1 Steady simulations 

 

The pressure-based solver was selected over the density based because of the constant density over the 

domain for the Boussinesq approximation. The gravitational acceleration was enabled and set to 9.81 in 

the negative direction of the x-axis.  

The flow was assumed laminar due to the low Re of the oil, considering both a Reynolds on the length 

and a Reynolds on the diameter. 

For the determination of the     the dimension taken is the total length of the transformer winding and 

the considered velocity is the velocity at the inlet, which is around 0.02 m/s. Considering the lowest 

viscosity and the highest density in the domain, the obtained Reynolds is 13500, lower than the 10
5
 

limit for a flat plate. 

Another way to calculate it could be to consider the disc width (around 60 mm) and the highest velocity 

in the pipes between two subsequent discs in the whole domain. Considering that the highest mass flow 

rate in each pipe between two subsequent discs is around 0.04 kg/s, the corresponding velocity can be 

calculated with the Eq 5. 

  

    
   
  
 

 

 
  

  

       
 

 
(5) 

 

Where    is the average radius and   the oil gap height. The highest velocity is consequently around 

0.015 m/s and the Reynolds is around 50. 

Concerning a determination of a Reynolds on the diameter, it can also be calculated considering two 

different geometrical parameters: the inlet thickness region, in Figure 2.7 as a and an equivalent 

diameter, as explained in Figure 4.29. 

    
   
  
 

 

Considering the geometrical parameter a, the Reynolds becomes 90. 

The equivalent diameter of the system can be calculated according to Figure 4.29 considering that the 

surface where the oil flows between two subsequent discs is         and consequently     
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     , where P (the wetted perimeter) can be approximated to      . In this case, using the highest 

velocity in the oil pipes, that is around 0.015 m/s, the Reynolds is 290. 

 

Figure 4.29 Geometrical parameters used 

in the calculation of the Reynolds number. 

 

To confirm the choice of a laminar flow, a turbulent simulation was performed, giving turbulent kinetic 

energy 0 everywhere. 

 

 
Figure 4.30 Turbulent kinetic energy. 

 

For the turbulent simulation, a     Standard model was used and being the    lower than 30, the 

low- Re correction was adopted. 
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As far as the cell zone conditions are concerned, the oil is defined as fluid and each disc is set as a zone 

of solid type. The boundary conditions are walls with no slip as shear condition for all the walls of the 

geometry and the walls of the discs are modelled with a coupled thermal condition with a non zero wall 

thickness to define the paper insulation layer. 

Pressure velocity coupling is PISO and having a high quality mesh, with a very low distortion, the 

default coupling between neighbour and skewness corrections was left. 

For the spatial discretization, the Green-Gauss Node Based for the gradients and the PRESTO! for 

pressure were used. The second Order Upwind spatial discretization was used for both momentum and 

energy. The under-relaxation factors were defined as x for the pressure, x for the body forces, x for the 

momentum and x for energy. 

 

Table 7. Under-relaxation factors. 

Under-relaxation factors Chosen values Default 

Pressure x 0.3 

Body-force x 1 

Momentum x 0.7 

Energy x 1 

 

 

In order to understand whether the number of iterations was enough, a monitor on the temperature of 

some discs was defined, saving and plotting the average temperature in each disc. After around 20000 

iterations the steady solution was reached, as outlined in Figure 4.31, where the temperature in the 70
th

 

and 85
th

 discs are plotted and can be used as monitors to see whether the steady solution is stabilized or 

not. The solution was initialized with hybrid initialization. 
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Figure 4.31 Temperature monitors in the steady simulations. 

 

 
Figure 4.32 Residuals of the steady simulation. 
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4.3.2 Unsteady simulations 

 

As the residuals of the steady simulation were oscillating, it was necessary to perform an unsteady 

simulation. The solution of the steady simulation was used as the starting condition for the unsteady 

one. The cell zone conditions and the boundary conditions were the same as in the steady simulation. 

For the unsteady solution, the first order implicit time integration was used. Pressure velocity coupling 

was PISO, as suggested by the Fluent guide in case of transient simulations. For the spatial 

discretization, the Green-Gauss Node Based for the gradients and the PRESTO! for pressure were used. 

The second Order Upwind spatial discretization was used for both momentum and energy. The first 

order integration in time has been preferred because of its increased stability in the time integration, 

given also that the flow analysed shows very slow variations in time. 

The time step size has been decided using a Courant number of 10: 

            
 ℎ                             

                 
 

The Courant number gives the number of mesh elements that the fluid passes through in one time step, 

typical values are 1-10. The Courant number is an index of the accuracy of the time integration. 

Keeping the same accuracy of the time integration (constant Courant) one can increase the cell size 

(lower accuracy of the spatial discretization) and the time step size. 

The characteristic flow velocity was estimated to be 0.015 m/s (which is about the maximum velocity 

in the oil gaps), the smallest cell size to 0.1 mm, so a good time step appeared to be 0.1 s.  

Furthermore, this value was confirmed by the time step formula for the natural convection: 

   
 

          
 

      

                            
        

 

Where for L the disc thickness was used, as it is the smallest wall with heat flux (around 12.5 mm) and 

for    the temperature difference in the whole domain was considered. Taking instead the width of the 

discs (around 60 mm), the time step would have been much higher. Taking the temperature difference 

across a single disc the time step would have been much higher, too. In the end, these choices are very 

conservative, but still the time step is quite high. 

Again, also considering the Eq 6 from the Fluent guide for natural convection problems: 

 
       

 

 
      

      

     
        

(6) 

Consequently, a time step of 0.1 s was used and the quality of the solution obtained with this time step 

was confirmed by the comparison of the results obtained with a solution on the same mesh using a time 

step of 0.05 s, thus halving the courant number.  

The maximum number of iterations per time step was set to 10. 
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To study the behaviour of the flow, many monitors have been set: 

1. Surface monitors defined as a facet average of the temperature in each disc 

2. Surface monitors defined as the facet average of the temperature of the oil in each pipe in the 

regions between two subsequent discs. 

3. Surface monitors with report type mass flow rate, saving at each time step the mass flow rate of 

the oil in each pipe and at the inlet of the transformer. 

 

 

Figure 4.33 Temperature and mass flow rate monitors position in the unsteady simulations for the geometry of 

ph A and B. 

 

 

Figure 4.34 Temperature and mass flow rate monitors position in the unsteady simulations for the geometry of 

ph C. 
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Figure 4.35 Residuals of the unsteady simulation. 
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4.4 Mesh sensitivity analysis 

 

4.4.1 Optimized mesh 

 

The aim of the mesh convergence study is to quantify the error of the solution computed on a coarser 

mesh when compared to the solution on the finest one. The result of the mesh sensitivity analysis was a 

mesh coarse enough to resolve the interesting features of the flow field, which has been then used to 

carry out all the following steady and unsteady simulations. After the mesh sensitivity analysis, a mesh 

of x nodes and x cells was selected. All the edges present a particular distribution, chosen in order to 

refine more the mesh in the boundary layer regions and in the regions where the oil leaves the oil gap 

between two subsequent discs and enters inside the horizontal pipe. The boundary layer is always 

inside at least 2 mesh layers, but in the thicker boundary layer regions it is inside 3/4 mesh layers. 

 

Figure 4.36 Optimal mesh - around x cells (the mesh has been deformed). 
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Figure 4.37 Velocity contour on the optimal mesh (the mesh has been deformed). 

. 

Each edge presents a defined dimension at each end of 0.1 mm, in order to create perfectly squared 

cells at each corner. The mesh has been developed to be finer in the regions with higher gradients in 

order to reduce the truncation error. 
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4.4.2 More refined mesh 

 

 

Figure 4.38 More refined mesh (around 2x cells). 

 

To demonstrate the quality of the selected mesh, an unsteady simulation with a time step of 0.025 s was 

performed on a 2x cells mesh in order to keep a constant Courant number. The resulting temperature 

distribution in the strands is plotted in Figure 4.39 and shows a very good agreement with the solution 

from the x cells mesh. As it will be explained in the chapter 5, the temperature of the oil and of the 

solid discs and the mass flow rate at the inlet of the transformer and through the pipes present a 

periodical behaviour in time. So, in the mesh sensitivity analysis also the period and amplitude of these 

oscillations in time were compared. The period of oscillation of the temperature of the strands and of 

the temperature of the oil and of the mass flow rate of the oil in the pipes and at the inlet was the same 

for the two simulations, the same applies to the amplitude of these oscillations. Consequently, it doesn’t 

make sense to use a more refined mesh and the x cells mesh was selected. 
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Figure 4.39 Comparison between the solution on the optimal mesh (x cells) and on the 

more refined mesh (around 2x cells). 
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4.4.3 Less refined mesh 

 

 
Figure 4.40 Less refined mesh (around 0.5x cells). 

 

Also a much less refined mesh, with 0.5x cells and 0.5x nodes was analyzed, in order to test the effect of 

a bigger time step. However, with the bigger time step of 0.3 s, the temperature profiles in time did not 

show the sinusoidal behaviour. This is probably because the chosen time step was too large to resolve 

the transient changes, consequently, one can conclude that it doesn’t make sense to use a mesh coarser 

than the one with x cells, as the only positive aspect of a coarser mesh would be the chance to use a 

bigger time step maintaining the same accuracy, but the period of oscillation of the physical 

phenomenon is in this case quite small. Consequently, the x cells mesh was selected, using a time step 

of 0.1 s. 
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Figure 4.41 Difference between the solution on the optimal mesh (around x cells) and on the less refined mesh 

(around 0.5x cells). 
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5. Results 
 

5.1 Results of the steady simulation 

 

First of all, a steady simulation was performed and the results were then used as a starting condition for 

the unsteady simulation. 

The fact that one cannot rely just on the results of the steady simulation is clear from the fact that all 

the variables, from the oil mass flow rate, to the temperature of the oil and of the strands oscillate one 

iteration after the other, showing a clearly unsteady behaviour. Also the residuals show the need of an 

unsteady simulation, see Figure 4.35. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Inlet mass flow rate – steady solution 
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Figure 5.2 Inlet mass flow rate – steady solution between 15 thousand and 20 thousand iterations. 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the value of the mass flow rate of oil at the inlet of the transformer in the first 30000 

iterations. The steady solution requires around 10000-20000 iterations to stabilize and after that the 

inlet mass flow rate shows a clearly periodic behaviour, highlighting the need of an unsteady approach. 

Also the mass flow rate through all the pipes between two subsequent discs changes clearly one 

iteration after the other. 

As highlighted in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, also the temperature of the oil in the pipes and the temperature of 

the solid discs have different values at different iterations. In particular, high amplitude oscillations are 

present in the temperature both of the oil and of the discs in the final region of the transformer. 

In Figure 5.5 for example, one can see that the temperature of the oil in the middle of the 1
st
 , 2

nd
 and 

3
rd

 pipes is pretty constant, while in the 85
th

, 86
th

 and 87
th

 pipes tends to change a lot one iteration after 

the other. This particular aspect will also be highlighted later on in the paragraph 5.2 when the results 

of the unsteady simulations will be analysed. The fact that the temperature and mass flow rate values in 

the inlet region of the transformer tend to remain constant in time in a symptom of the fact that a steady 

flow is developed there. Consequently, one can conclude that in the first 25 discs and 27 pipes the 

solution of the steady simulation is already meaningful, and this will be confirmed later on by the 

results of the unsteady simulation. 
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Figure 5.3 Oil mass flow rate in each pipe at different iterations – steady solution 
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Figure 5.4 Average temperature in the first and in the last disc between 30 thousand and 50 

thousand iterations. 
 

 

Figure 5.5 Temperature of the oil in the middle of the first, second, third, eighty-fifth, eighty-sixth, eighty-seventh pipe between 10 

thousand and 30 thousand iterations. 
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Figure 5.6 Steady solution: temperature in the oil and in the strands, x-velocity and velocity magnitude. 
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5.2 Results of the unsteady simulation 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Unsteady solution: temperature in the oil and in the strands, x-velocity and velocity magnitude. 

 

After around 20000 iterations, the solution of the steady simulation was saved and used as the initial 

condition for the unsteady simulation. The temperature and mass flow rate monitors were used to 

assess whether the simulation had stabilized on the physical solution or not. After around 350/400 s of 

physical time, which corresponds to 4000 time steps of 0,1 s with 10 iterations each, a physical solution 

was reached. On a cluster of 32 nodes this corresponds to a simulation time of around 3 days. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the temperature contour of the solution of the unsteady simulation. Comparing this 

plot with the temperature contour for the steady simulation in Figure 5.6, one can see that the steady 

solution had already solved pretty well the flow in the first 27 pipes and the conduction in the in the 

first 25 discs. In fact, as outlined in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, the temperature of the oil in the pipes 

and the average temperature in the discs in the region at the inlet of the transformer is pretty constant in 

time. Instead, in the final region of the transformer, there is the development of recirculation regions, 

that prevent the flow in some oil pipes and determine an unsteady behaviour of the system and 

consequently an unsteady simulation is required. This consideration is confirmed by Figure 5.8, were 

the temperature in the solid discs from the steady and the unsteady simulations are plotted together. 

The presence of 3D vortex structures is mainly due to the uneven distribution of the oil in the channels 

between the discs and that could be avoided using guides for the oil flow. 

In fact, the past research on this topic shows that steady simulations are sufficient for transformer 

geometries with guides for the oil flow. 

 

 
Figure 5.8 Comparison between the results from the steady and the unsteady simulation. 

In Figure 5.9 the presence of laminar recirculation regions in the final region of the transformer is 

outlined. The presence of these recirculation regions is due to the many sharp corners that the oil 

encounters in its path through the disc. Figure 5.10 shows the oil coming from the left encountering a 

90° corner and forming a stagnation point. After the stagnation point, the oil goes around the discs, 

forming a boundary layer, but then encounters again a 90° deviation, that leads to a separation point. 
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Figure 5.9 Presence of recirculation regions in the last region of the transformer. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.10 The oil flowing around each disc develops stagnation and separation points. 
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5.3 Analysis of phase A- LV 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Results for ph A–LV: comparison between the experimental data and the 

simulation results for the average temperature in the discs. 

 

In order to assess the accuracy of the developed simulation model, a comparison with experimental 

data was performed. 

Figure 5.11 shows the comparison between the simulated and the measured temperature in the discs for 

phase A, in the case of the low voltage winding.  

As far as the temperature distribution in space is concerned, there is a quite good match between the 

results from the simulation and the experimental results, in particular the correct location of the hot 

spot (on the last disc) is identified. The hot spot in the experimental results is 392.1 K (119.1°C) in 

average, with a maximum recorded value of 394.7 K (121.7 °C), while in the simulation is 395.0 K 

(122 °C). The maximum relative error between the experimental results ad the values from the 

simulation is 4.5% and the average error is 1.2%. Considering that the precise position of the 

temperature sensors in the experimental set up was not clearly specified, this simulation approach can 

be considered quite accurate. 
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However, one has to take into account the fact the temperature in the discs is a variable that changes in 

time, in particular the temperature of the strands in the final region of the transformer has non 

negligible variations in time. 

Also the temperature of the oil in the ducts has strong oscillations in time, that increase in amplitude in 

the final region of the transformer, as outlined in Figure 5.13. 

The presence of these periodical oscillations in the final region of the transformer is without any doubt 

related to the presence of recirculation regions that prevent the circulation of the fluid in some pipes. 

The presence of guides for the oil flow would allow a better distribution of the oil through the pipes 

and consequently a lower (tending to zero) amplitude of the oscillations in time. 

The inlet mass flow rate of the oil shows a clear periodical behaviour in time, too. In particular, the 

mass flow rate ranges from 0.185 to 0.250 kg/s, with a mean value of 0.22 kg/s and fluctuations of 

20%, as shown in figure 5.14. The inlet mass flow rate is a solution of the simulation and not a 

boundary condition, as these transformers are ONAN types of transformers and the oil flow is only due 

to buoyancy and there isn’t an oil pump that controls the inlet mass flow rate. 

A fourier transform of the oscillations in the system reveals that the period of oscillations of the 

average temperature of the discs, of the oil temperature, of the inlet mass flow rate and of the mass 

flow rate of the oil in each pipe is always around 16 s. 

Figure 5.16 presents the fourier transform of all these variables. In particular, the figure on top 

represents the fourier transform of the inlet mass flow rate, the second figure the fourier transform of 

all the mass flow rates in all the pipes and the third figure the fourier transform of the temperature in 

the middle of all the oil pipes. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Time evolution of the average temperature in the 86 discs. 
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Figure 5.12 shows the time history of the average temperature in all the discs, from the inlet to the 

outlet of the transformer. The lines at lower temperature represent the values from the temperature 

sensors at the inlet region of the transformer and as one can see, the temperature in the first 30 discs is 

quite constant in time. The temperature profiles in the top region of Figure 5.12 represent instead the 

temperature of the discs in the final region of the transformer, where the temperature level is higher, as 

the cooling oil has already reached a high temperature. In this case, clear oscillations in time appear, 

highlighting the development of an unsteady flow field of the oil. 
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Figure 5.13 Time evolution of the average temperature in the middle of the oil pipes. 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Time evolution of the inlet mass flow rate. 
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Figure 5.15 Time evolution of the oil mass flow rate in the first and in the last 

oil pipe. 
 

Figure 5.15 shows the temperature of the oil in the middle of the 1
st
 and 87

th
 pipe. One can see that 

accidentally the average mass flow rate in these two pipes is the same (0.02 kg/s), but of course this is 

not always the case. However, what is interesting is that the amplitude of the oscillations is higher in 

the last pipe with respect to the first one, in fact the oil mass flow rate in the first pipe fluctuates only 

by 25%, while in the last pipe the fluctuations can reach values of 150%. 
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Figure 5.16 Fourier transform of the most important parameters: 

inlet mass flow rate, mass flow rate in all the pipes and of the 

temperature of the oil in all the pipes. 
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Figure 5.17 Time evolution of the absolute value of the oil mass flow rate over each pipe. 

 

Being the cooling effect of the oil due to convection, an interesting parameter to study is the average 

absolute value of the velocity of the oil in all the pipes. Figure 5.17 shows the time evolution of the 

average of the absolute value of the oil mass flow rate in each pipe between the discs. 

The average mass flow rate in each pipe is 0.012 kg/s, with a corresponding average velocity of 0.0035 

m/s. 
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Figure 5.18 Presence of recirculation regions in the final region of the transformer windings. 

 

However, there are some differences between the results from the simulation and the measured 

temperatures in the experimental tests (see Figure 5.11). These differences are probably due to some 

inaccuracy in the evaluation of the heat losses in the windings and to geometrical parameters in the test 

transformer slightly different from the one analysed in the simulation. From the parametric studies that 

will be described in the following paragraphs (5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) it is in fact clear that higher heat losses 

and a thinner oil gap would have led to a better match with the experimental results. The oil gap 

between the discs could have been thinner in the real case because of the mechanical pressure due to 

the structure that keeps the windings in place. 
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5.4 Parametric study on the effect of the oil gap width 

 

In order to reduce the weight and size of transformers, transformers’ manufacturers are trying to make 

more and more compact transformers. For example, to reduce the height of transformers, a lower oil 

gap thickness between the discs could be investigated. Furthermore, during the operation of the 

transformer, the mechanical pressure created by the containment structure could determine regions 

where the oil gap is thinner. 

In order to analyse the effect of a lower oil gap thickness between two subsequent discs, 5 different 

cases have been analysed: x mm – 0,8x mm – 0,7x mm – 0,6x mm – 0,5x mm. 

Figure 5.19 shows the results for an oil gap width of 0,5x mm, 0,6x mm and 0,7x mm. The case of 0.8x 

mm represents the geometry of ph A LV. 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Effect of the oil gap width on the average temperature of the strands in the 86 

discs. 

 

As expected, a smaller oil gap determines an average higher temperature of the oil in the transformer, 

as the cooling becomes more difficult because of the increased viscous forces. However, as shown in 

Figure 5.19, the sinusoidal profile in space is not only moved to a higher temperature level, but the 

sinusoidal wave presents also a higher amplitude in space. The amplitude of the sinusoidal wave in 
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space in the case of an oil gap of 0.7x mm (red curve) is of around 10 ºC, while in the case of an oil gap 

of 0.5x mm (cyan curve) is of around 20 ºC. 

Moreover, the sinusoidal profile of the temperature in the discs is moved to the right (in the direction of 

the outlet of the transformer) and this is clear both from Figure 5.19 and from the temperature contours 

in Figure 5.20, that shows a zoomed view of the first period of the sinusoidal wave in the temperature 

distribution in space. In fact, while in the x mm oil gap case the temperature of the first eight discs 

belongs to the range 335 – 340 K, in the case of the oil gap of 0.5x mm there are around 13 discs in that 

range. 
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Figure 5.20 Effect of the oil gap width on the temperature distribution in the first region of the transformer 

winding. 
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Figure 5.21 Temperature contour for the winding geometry with an oil gap of 0.5x mm. 
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Figure 5.21 shows the presence of recirculation regions in the final region of the transformer in the case of 

an oil gap of 0.5x mm. These recirculation regions prevent the convective heat transfer and in fact as 

outlined in the zoomed view, the heat transfer in these regions is primarily due to conduction, as the 

temperature contours in the pipes follow the temperature distribution in the discs. 

Table 8. Effect of the oil gap width on 

the inlet oil mass flow rate. 

Oil gap width 

[mm] 

   at the inlet 

[kg/s] 

x 0.300 ± 0.050 

0,8x 0.220 ± 0.030 

0,7x 0.205± 0.015 

0,6x 0.260± 0.020 

0,5x 0.266 

 
  

Table 8 gathers the inlet mass flow rates for the analysed cases. One can see that for the first 3 cases (oil 

gap of x mm – 0,8x mm – 0,7x mm) the mass flow rate at the inlet of the transformer tends to decrease 

while decreasing the oil gap width. However, for the last two cases (oil gap of 0,6x mm and 0,5x mm), the 

mass flow rate at the inlet tends to increase. This is probably due to the fact that decreasing the oil gap 

over a certain value, the height of the temperature peaks increases drastically, increasing as a consequence 

also the buoyancy force. Decreasing the oil gap thickness, in fact, there are two contrasting phenomena: 

the oil flow becomes more difficult because of increased viscous forces, but on the other hand the 

temperature level in the transformer increases and this leads to a higher buoyancy force and consequently 

to a higher inlet mass flow rate. 

 

The case of an oil gap of 0,5x mm is an extreme case, that determines extremely high temperatures in the 

strands and in the oil. 

Such a thin oil gap determines the absence of strong oscillations in time both for the temperature of the 

discs and for the temperature of the oil in the channels, this is because the flow cross sectional area is so 

small that the oil path through the discs is predefined and steady. 

Also the inlet mass flow rate at the inlet of the transformer is constant in time, as shown in Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 5.22 Time evolution of the temperature in the strands for the winding 

geometry with an oil gap of 0,5x mm. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.23 Time evolution of the temperature of the oil in the pipes for an oil gap 

of 0,5x mm. 
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Figure 5.24 Time evolution of the inlet mass flow rate for an oil gap of 0,5x mm. 

 

Figure 5.25 Distribution of the mass flow rate in the pipes for an oil gap of 0,5x mm. 
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Figure 5.26 Temperature of the oil in the oil pipes for an oil gap of 0,5x mm 

 

Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the temperature of the oil and the mass flow rate distribution in all the pipes 

between two subsequent discs. Together with Figure 5.27, these plots show the relation between the oil 

mass flow rate distribution and the temperature distribution in the discs and in the pipes. In fact, both the 

temperature in the discs and in the oil pipes present peaks each 15 discs/oil pipes, exactly in 

correspondence with stagnation points for the oil mass flow rate. 
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 Figure 5.27 The correlation between oil mass flow rate and oil temperature is outlined. 

 

Figure 5.28 Temperature contours for the winding geometry with an oil gap of x mm. 
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5.5 Parametric study on the effect of the discs width  

 

This parametric study was performed using the base geometry of ph A–LV for the geometrical parameters 

strand height, oil gap thickness, inlet entrance width and number of discs. The disc width was instead 

changed to be 0,5 and 1,5 times the disc width of phase A (x mm). Consequently, two simulations were 

performed, with a disc width of 0,5x mm and 1,5x mm. 

The heat loss in each disc was kept constant, consequently the volumetric heat generation in each disc 

changed in the simulation set up. 

 

Table 9. Analyzed geometries. 

Disc width [mm] Volume of the disc [m
3
] 

0.5x   

x   

1.5x   

 

 

Figure 5.29 Effect of the disc width on the average temperature in the discs. 
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Table 10. Effect of the disc width on 

the inlet oil mass flow rate. 

Disc width 

[mm] 

   at the inlet  

[kg/s] 

 

0.5x 0.218± 0.039 

x 0.207 ± 0.028 

1.5x 0.206± 0.114 
 

 

Figure. 5.29 shows the temperature distribution in the solid discs for the three analysed cases. In the 

case of the lowest disc width (0.5x), being the specific heat generation higher, the average temperature 

in the first discs is higher, but the temperature in the peaks is approximately the same as in the case of a 

disc width of x mm and 1.5x mm. This results from the fact that in these simulations the total heat 

losses have been kept constant, changing only the specific values.  

Furthermore, both from the plot of the average temperature of the discs and from the temperature 

contours, it is clear that in case of a wider disc width, the sinusoidal temperature profile is moved to the 

right, in the direction of the outlet region. 

What can be gathered from this parametric study is that changing the geometry of the discs, but 

keeping the same heat losses, the height of the peaks remains the same, consequently one can conclude 

that the height of the peaks is a function of the amount of heat released by the windings. 
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Figure 5.30 Temperature contours for the winding geometry with a disc width of 0.5x mm. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.31 Temperature contours for the winding geometry with a disc width of 1.5x mm. 
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Figure 5.32 Temperature contours for the winding geometry with a disc width of 0.5x mm in the outlet region. 
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5.6 Parametric study on the effect of a different amount of heat released by the windings 

 

In order to assess the effect of different heat losses in the windings on the temperature distribution in 

the discs and in the oil, three simulations have been performed, testing three different levels of heat 

losses. The simulations were performed using a geometry with a small oil gap (0.5x mm), as in this 

case the shape of the sinusoidal wave in the discs was very well defined. 

 

Figure 5.33. Effect of the amount of heat losses in the windings on the average temperature in 

the discs. 

 

Figure 5.33 shows the temperature distribution in the solid discs for the different heat fluxes. 

First of all, as expected, a higher heat flux determines a higher average temperature in the discs. 

However, the temperature profiles in space are not just translated to higher temperatures, but present 

also stronger amplitude of the oscillations in space. Moreover, with an increasing heat flux, the 

temperature peaks tend to move to a higher location of the transformer, in the same way as in the case 

of smaller oil gaps (see paragraph 5.4). This dilatation of the period of the oscillations in space can lead 

to a lower number of peaks, in the case of a heat flux of 1.35x kW/m
3
 in fact, there are 5 peaks, while 

in the case of a heat flux of 0.75x kW/m
3 
the number of peaks is 6. 

As far as the mass flow rate in the pipes is concerned, Figure 5.34 reveals that a higher heat flux 

leads to stronger oscillations of the mass flow rate in space through the pipes, and this is clearly due to 
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the higher buoyancy force that sucks more oil through the transformer. Also the mass flow rate at the 

inlet of the transformer tends to increase for an increasing heat flux released by the windings (Table 

10). Moreover, increasing the heat losses, the mass flow rate distribution moves to the right, in the 

direction of the outlet region of the transformer (see figure 5.34). 

To sum up, Figures 5.33, 5.34 and 5.35 show that increasing the heat losses from the windings, all the 

analysed variables (temperature of the solid discs, temperature of the oil in the pipes, oil mass flow rate 

through the discs) tend to have an increased amplitude and a longer period of the oscillations in space. 

Depending on the number of discs in the windings, the movement to the right of the mass flow rate 

distribution in space (in the direction of the final region of the transformer) can lead to unexpected 

temperature hot spots.  

In fact, as outlined in figure 5.33, the temperature of the last solid disc in the case of an average heat 

loss of x kW/m
3 

is much higher (420 K) with respect to the case of an average heat loss of 1.35x kW/m
3
 

(404 K). 

This is due to the fact that in the case of x kW/m
3 

heat flux, there is a stagnation region of the oil in the 

final region of the transformer, that leads to the formation of a strong and unexpected hot spot. The 

formation of this hot spot is related to the fact that the winding is made of exactly 86 discs, if the 

number of discs was higher, the sinusoidal profile of the oil mass flow rate would have moved away 

from the stagnation point and the hot spot point would not have occurred. 

 From this parametric study one can gather the information that depending on the distribution of the 

mass flow rate in the final region of the transformer, unexpected hot spot locations can occur. 

Consequently, it is not always true that increasing the heat flux from the windings the temperature of 

the hot spot increases. 
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Figure 5.34. Effect of the amount of heat losses in the windings on the mass flow rate 

distribution in the oil pipes 

 
 

 

Figure 5.35. Effect of the amount of heat losses in the windings on the oil temperature. 
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Table 10. Effect of the losses on the 

inlet oil mass flow rate. 

Heat losses 

[W/m
3
] 

   at the inlet 

[kg/s] 

0.75x 0.151 

x 0.215 

1.35x 0.266 
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Figure 5.36 Temperature contour – average heat losses per disc: 0.75x  kW/m
3
.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.37 Temperature contour – average heat losses per disc: 1.35x kW/m
3
. 
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5.7 Analysis of phase C – LV 

 

Also the geometry of phase C, with an additional oil gap in the middle of the discs was analysed. The 

phase C of the test transformer in Vaasa has been built with an additional channel in the middle of the 

windings in order to increase the cooling efficiency. As described in the paragraph 2.5.1, the geometry 

of phase C LV presents an additional oil gap of around 4 mm, while the channels between the discs are 

around 2.5 mm thick. 

The average temperature distribution in the discs in space from the simulation is compared with the 

measured values in Figure 5.38.  

The values from the simulation follow quite well the measured ones, a part from the initial region of 

the transformer windings, where probably an error in the measurement of the inlet temperature or of the 

temperature in the first 4 discs occurred. 

 

 

Figure 5.38 Comparison between the experimental results and the results from the simulation 

for the average temperature in the windings for phase C - LV 
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Figure 5.39 Temperature contour for ph C - LV. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.40. Hot spot location for ph C - LV. 
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As shown in figures 5.39 and 5.40, the hot spot is located on the last disc, in the half more faraway 

from the outlet. This is due to the fact that in the final region of the transformer the oil mass flow rate is 

sucked at the outlet and there is a lower quantity of oil that goes through the last discs. 

 

Figure 5.41. Velocity contour for ph C - LV. 

 

 

Figure 5.42. Streamlines in the inner oil gap. 
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Figure 5.43. Oil mass flow rate in the position U (see Figure 5.44). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.44. Oil mass flow rate in the positions G and L. 
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Figure 5.45 Comparison between the temperature in the discs with and without the additional oil gap (the two 

simulations are performed maintaining the same total heat losses). 

 

Figure 5.41 shows the velocity contours, revealing that a high portion of the oil mass flow rate tends to 

be sucked into the additional cooling channel, the velocity of the oil flow in the additional cooling 

channel is in fact much higher than in the channels through the discs. 

Figure 5.42 shows the streamlines of the oil flow in the additional cooling channel. It is clear that in 

this channel there is a high velocity flow that sucks the oil, preventing the circulation of the oil between 

the discs. This is also confirmed by Figures 5.43 and 5.44, that show that in the last oil pipes, the mass 

flow rate in the inner channel (location G in Figure 5.44) is almost the same as the mass flow rate in the 

lower position of the last oil pipe (location L in Figure 5.44). 

Figure 5.45 shows the comparison between the temperature distribution in the case of the geometry 

with the additional oil gap in the middle of the discs (ph CLV) and without it. The simulation was 

performed maintaining the same total heat losses from the windings and keeping the same geometrical 

values as phase C LV, except for the absence of the additional oil gap. One can see that the presence of 

the additional oil gap doesn’t lead to a much better cooling efficiency. 

Consequently, one can conclude that adding an additional oil gap doesn’t always lead to a better 

cooling efficiency, because if the additional oil gap is thicker than the other oil gaps, the oil tends to go 

into the thicker oil gap and there is a lower quantity of oil that goes through the windings. 
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Furthermore, another interesting aspect is that the inlet mass flow rate for phase C LV is constant in 

time (0,156 kg/s).  

 

 
Figure 5.46 Inlet mass flow rate. 
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Conclusion 
 

In this master thesis a CFD model for the analysis of the cooling of oil immersed transformers has been 

developed. 

Thanks to the scripting capabilities of the software Pointwise, the meshing procedure has been fully 

automatized and a tool for the automatic generation of the geometry and mesh of windings has been 

developed. In particular, the developed script creates automatically a mesh with a number of nodes on 

each connector that is optimized, as follows an equation that takes into account the size of the input 

geometrical values and the results from the mesh sensitivity analysis. 

The absence of guides to direct the oil flow determined several additional challenges with respect to 

the previous studies at ABB on guided types of transformers. In particular, the absence of guides and the 

slowness of the oil flow due to the natural buoyancy driving force made necessary simulations of 4-5 days 

on a cluster of 32 CPU. 

Because of these limitations, a 2D axisymmetric approximation has been preferred with respect to a 3D 

approach, however, the good match between the simulation results and the experimental measurements 

demonstrated the reliability of the model. For example, a simulation on the geometry of phase A LV gave 

a maximum relative error of 4.5% and an average error of 1.2%. Considering that the precise position of 

the fiber optic sensors on the test transformer was not specified and that also the experimental 

measurements showed some limitations in accuracy (repeated measurements on a same location showed 

sometimes errors of 12%), this CFD model can be considered quite accurate. 

The first remarkable result of this study is the fact that the temperature of the windings from the inlet 

to the outlet of the transformer doesn’t increase linearly, but presents a sinusoidal pattern. 

Depending on different parameters (mainly the geometry of the windings and the amount of heat losses), 

every 10-20 discs there is the formation of a hot spot region. It has been shown that these hot spots are 

related to the distribution of the mass flow rate in the pipes between the discs, which tends to create each 

10/20 pipes a stagnation region, where the cooling efficiency drops dramatically. Furthermore, it has been 

shown that the temperature of the oil in the pipes between the discs follows the same periodical 

distribution, with a sinusoidal wave that is exactly superposed to the one of the temperature in the solid 

discs, but with a lower amplitude. 

Thanks to the probing of the mass flow rate and of the oil and windings temperature in time, a 

sinusoidal behaviour of these variables in time has also been detected. In particular, a fourier analysis has 

shown that all these variables oscillate at the same frequency, with an amplitude of the oscillations that 

increases in the final region of the transformer. The amplitude of these oscillations in time has been 

associated to the amount of recirculation bubbles and laminar vortices, that in fact increase in the final 

region of the transformer windings.  

Three different sets of parametric studies have been performed, in order to investigate how a different 

geometrical design of the windings and different heat losses influence the cooling efficiency. 

As expected, a smaller oil gap between two subsequent discs determines a higher temperature level in the 

transformer, as the cooling becomes much more difficult for the increased viscous forces. However, 

decreasing the width of the cooling channels, the temperature distribution in the discs is not just translated 
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to higher temperature levels, but presents also a higher amplitude of the oscillations in space. Furthermore, 

decreasing the oil gap width, the temperature peaks in space tend to have a longer period of oscillation, 

moving to a higher region of the transformer, in the direction of the outlet. Sometimes this movement of 

the peaks can lead to a lower number of peaks from the inlet to the outlet of the transformer. 

As far as the oscillations in time are concerned, instead, it has been shown that with a smaller oil gap the 

flow is more stagnating and has a predefined pattern through the pipes, consequently the amplitude of the 

oscillations of the temperature of the strands and of the oil decreases. 

As far as the effect of the heat losses released by the windings is concerned, it has been shown that the 

height of the peaks in the temperature distribution in the discs and in the oil in space, from inlet to outlet 

of the transformer, is related to the amount of heat flux. In fact, changing the size of the discs but 

maintaining the same total heat losses, the same values of temperature peaks have been obtained. 

Increasing the amount of heat losses, instead, the temperature level of the transformer increases and the 

cooling efficiency drops. However, increased heat losses determine also a higher oil inlet mass flow rate 

and higher amplitude oscillations in the distribution of the oil through the pipes. As in the case of a 

smaller oil gap, the period of the oscillations of the sinusoidal distribution of the temperature from inlet to 

outlet of the transformer tends to increase and also in this case the movement of the peaks in the direction 

of the outlet region can lead to a lower number of peaks. 

 The analysis of the geometry of the transformers with an additional cooling channel in the middle of 

the windings revealed that an additional cooling channel doesn’t always lead to an increased cooling 

efficiency. In fact, if the additional cooling pipe is thicker than the oil gaps between the discs, a lot of oil 

mass flow rate could be sucked in the additional channel, reducing the oil mass flow rate through the 

windings and decreasing as a consequence the cooling effectiveness. 

In this master thesis just 2D axisymmetric simulations have been performed, as a 3D simulation was 

absolutely unfeasible due to the high computational cost. A 3D simulation would have allowed the capture 

of vorticous 3D structures that are responsible of the oscillations in the temperature and velocity of the oil 

in time, but these variables do not oscillate very much, so a 2D simulation can be considered sufficient. 

However, a future improvement of this work could be the analysis of a 3D simulation, in order to really 

assess the effect of a 3D analysis. 
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Appendix 1: Pointwise script [ABB internal] 

Appendix 2: Fluent Input Journal [ABB internal] 
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Appendix 3: Additional plots 
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